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Dear Friends,

We have been surrounded by death the past six months thousands dying in a day as we approach 200,000 lives lost.

So many have died alone. There have been very few to comfort the mourners at funerals. No one can come to the mourner’s home with a comforting hug. Siblings each go their own way to mourn separately. So much has been taken from us.

How much we miss those mourning customs. We take them for granted until we no longer have them. Today, we appreciate how valuable they are.

We have found a way to pray as a community and to observe Yizkor today. We are not totally disconnected. Not from our loved ones and not from each other. We will recite the usual Yizkor prayers and psalms from our own homes if not our synagogue home. This Yizkor service will be saved on our website and available to you throughout the year.

We remember those who have gone to their eternal home. We express our love in our remembering. For ourselves, we are commanded “Choose Life.” Let us do exactly that. Let us restore so much we have lost and never lose the memories of those who came before us and have shown us the way.

All those for whom we recite Yizkor today, may their memories remain for a blessing.

G'mar H'Atimah Tovah,
Rabbi Elliott N. Perlstein
On Yom Kippur We Remember Them

Cong: We remember.
Our lives are a tapestry
and the threads are all of the people
we have encountered.
On this ultimate day of personal involvement
and individual introspection
we cannot forget all of the ways in which
we were never only one.
Cong: We remember.
Our ritual of remembrance recalls all of those who
once populated our lives but whose physical presence
has passed forever from among us.
Cong: We remember.
All the generations of men and women
past, present and those to come -
are united in one bond of life.
Our ability to remember is stronger than death.
Naming them, we vanquish death.
Cong: We remember.
Some of us recall parents, father and mother,
who even before we were born
committed themselves to our care,
who prepared a loving home for us and
taught us the most basic elements of humaneness
and the most profound truths of humanity.
Cong: We remember.
Some of us recall a wife or husband, with whom we
were united by the sacred covenant of marriage that we
became one flesh and one spirit, whose soul completed
our own and with whom we hoped to live out our lives.
Cong: We remember.

Psalm 23

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside the still waters;
He restoreth my soul;
He guideth me in straight paths
For His name's sake
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death
I will fear no evil;
For Thou art with me;
Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort me.
Thou hast anointed my head with oil;
My cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life
And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever.
On The Festival Days We Remember Them

We remember those who lived, learned, prayed, celebrated and mourned with us in times gone by.
We remember mothers and fathers who built a foundation for our lives.
We remember the love that made those relationships holy.
We remember brothers and sisters.
We remember children, taken before we were ready.
We remember friends who touched our lives.
May this sanctuary be a safe container for our memory and our grief.
O G-d, on this holy day, help us to remember.

And we say together:

Let their memories be for a blessing.
In recalling their struggles, we become able to face our own.
Let their memories be a blessing.
In reflecting on their joy, we become able to savor our own.
Let their memories be a blessing.
Give us the courage to transform loss into hope for the future.
Let their memories be a blessing.
And we say: Amen

Some of us remember brothers and sisters who grew up with us, sharing in the play of childhood and the adventure of discovery.

Cong: We remember.
Some of us recall children, entrusted for too short a time to our care but called away by death, to whom we tried to give the world and for whom we gladly would have died that they might live.

Cong: We remember.
All of us recall some special persons whose, friendships, affection and devotion called forth the best in us, and whose comradeship always will be sorely missed.
The deaths of those we now remember left gaping holes in our lives. But we are grateful for the gift that was their lives.
And we are strengthened by the blessing left to us, by the memories which comfort and sustain us, by the love we know can never die.
We honor their memories on this day and commit ourselves to persevering in the pursuit of their ideals to continue to dream their dreams and to living our lives in living testimony of the example they set for us.

Eternal G-d, give us the gift of remembering.
Give us the gift of tears
So that we may express our sense of loss and pain.
Give us the gifts of prayer and hope
So that we always believe in the beauty of life, the power of goodness, the right to joy.
Make us worthy of the love we have received
So that we may love You with all our heart and with all our soul, with all our strength, and with all our minds.
WE REMEMBER THEM  Sylvia Kanes and Jack Reimer

Rabbi: At the rising of the sun and its going down, we remember them.

As We Offer the Gift of Memory
May Those We Remember
Continue to be a Blessing for Us

Mendel Adar
Remembered by: Jeanne and Jonathan Adar and Family

Eliezer Bahi
Marilyn Adler

Nissim Bak
Helen Bakin

Yossel Gluck
Remembered by: Agnes Bahi, Scott, Matt Adler

Isadore and Rose Gluck-Adler

Jordan Alhuck
Remembered by: Stephanie and Craig Alhuck and Family

Arnold Alhuck
Joseph Lefner

Artem Alhuck
Evan Lefner

Remembered by: Cheryl, David, Arnon, Laura am Daniel Alhuck

Hersch Andrus
Keva Family Members

Shlomo Andrusi
Remembered by: Anna Andrus

Rosina Aran Maller
Norman Edkin

Esther Aran
Esther Edkin

Sadik Aran
Bessie Edkin

Fortuna Albuli
Cesar Larido

Maurice Abudi
Julia Larido

San Abudazi
Ruth Sital

Abraham Abudazi
Harold "Levy" Sital

Remembered by: Albert Aran

Congregation: At the bowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

Oscar M. Davidson
Margie Davidson
Irma B. Biren
Jack Biren
Harry Biren
Max Goldstein
Anna Biren
Pauline Goldstein
Hendel Berger Biren
Remembered by: Steve, Debbie, Mollie and Jared Biren

Harry Biren
Anna Biren
Max Goldstein

Hendel Berger Biren
Pauline Goldstein

Remembered by: Sylvia Goldstein Biren and Family

Shirley and Herman Biren
Jack Eichen

Isaak and Helen Roth
Isaac and Eida Denman

Remembered by: Marc and Shirley Barshack and Family

Elaine Barshack, Larry and Eileen Roth

Fann and Harry Raff and Family

Paul Gross
Jasone Barrow

Marilyn Gross
Blanche B. Barrow

Helen Kovner
Joseph Barrow

Evan Sbravara
Michael Barrow

Nathan Stern
Patrice Berneman

Remembered by: Tom and Hal Barrow

Morris Shapero
Mollie and Letta Lamm

Pegeo and Max Bartenman
Beverly Schmuck

Anna and Max Zecher
Harriet Bartenman

Reuven and Albert Bartenman
Sophie and Harry Zecher

Rose and Myer Shapero
Rose and Howard Frankel

Cello and Harry Shapero
Glenda Rotherman

Herman Shapero
Sylvia Rotherman

Remembered by: Howard, Dale, Chad and Rebecca Bartenman
Congregation: At the shining of the sun and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

Elizabeth J. Levy
Lisa and Fred S. Dreifuss
Ida and Samuel Levy
Irwin and Susie Levy
Martha and Philip Katz

Evelyn and Ralph Berlin
Gloria and Albert Gerzon
Ross and Emanuel Gerzon
Mary and Max Horowitz

Remembered by The Berlin Family, The Gerzon Family,
The Levy Family

Ira Joseph Kind
Civis Cohen Berman
Sidney B. Berman

Remembered by Howard and Barbara Berman and Family

Nathan M. Dratch
Remembered by Anne, Robert and Greg Berman and
Joan Dratch

Hild Bernstein
Sally Bernstein
Lenore Miller
Leonard Miller

Hubert Bademan
Stella Bademan
Gary Raphael
Verri Bernstein Winston

Remembered by Michele and Irwin Bernstein,
Chad Miller and Traci Dougherty Miller

Anas Berenstein
Jacob Berenstein
Marcia Berenstein

Inodore Chain
Mini Chain
D. Herbert Lipson
Mark Shenkman

Remembered by Larry Berstein

Jerome Beideman
Leonard Deitelbaum
Esther Deitelbaum

Mary Osliek
Eva Osliek
Sander Osliek

Remembered by the Beideman & Osliek families

Rabbi: At the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring we remember them.

Jessica Brooke Rabinowitz
Barbara Baranick
Bud Baranick
Myer and Esther Baranick
Belle Atilin
Joseph Atilin
Harold Baranick
Lillian and Marc Lenzky
Ida and Inodore Gordon

Remembered by Dan and Jonathan Becker

Glady and Abraham Mashan
William Bellman
Albert Bellman

Tillye Levy
Bertram Levy
Lois Levy
Michael Todd Mazurek

Remembered by Phyllis, Son, Joshua and Gabrielle Bellman

Carl S. Berk
Mildred T. Berk
Cynthia Berk Breslau

Larry S. Feinstein
Harriet W. Feinstein
Stuart E. Feinstein

Remembered by Susan and Jeffrey Berk and Family

Michael Berkowitz
Remembered by Lisa and Adam Berkowitz and Family

Maurice Berkowitz
Tooby Berkowitz
Stanley Berkowitz

Salman Rosner
Ita Rosner
Bennie Rosner
Kenneth Rosner

Remembered by Bernice and Ira Berkowitz,
Mark, Daniel, Shaina and Michael Berkowitz, Julie, Chad, Ilona,
Naomi, Zechary and Tyler Schlicken
Congregation: At the beginning of the year and at its end, we remember them.

Sally Roman
Irvin Roman
Rachel Melman
Howard Melman

Remembered by Mark, Judy, Ken, Leonore, Elia and Avery Roman, Stephanie, Michael, Andrew and Noah Lewis

Abbaa Brand
Esther Brand
Debbie Brand
Bernard Brunstein

Remembered by Steven and Beth Brand

Irma Levy
Ana Brydsky
Morris Brydsky

Remembered by Nina and Albert W. Brydsky

Max Silver
Cindy Louis Keller
Norman and Nadie Keller
Irv Silver
Ann Lewis
Ahlan Levin

Remembered by Larry Brookman, Nick Silver, Curt and Josh Abrams

Leopold Brooks
Clarion Brooks
Gloria Brandberg
Ethel Brooks
Sidney Brooks
Clyde Feinberg

Remembered by Gisele and Eric Brooks, Stacy, Jack and Ed Winter, Corly, Brad, Logan and "AJ" Franke

Rabbi: At the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of summer, we remember them.

Sarah Zeke
Michael Zeke
Zinovy Frankel
Menashe Zhuravov

Remembered by Sven and Valerie Higler

Ruth Nafison Horevitch
Remembered by Ed, Abby, Matthew and Rachel Horevitch

Joseph and Ann Horowitz

Remembered by Alan, Francine, Judi and Darren Horevitch

Nancy Bloch

Germund Bloom

Robert Bloom

Remembered by Jeffrey Bloom

Constance Lufkyitch
Howard Lufkyitch

Remembered by Sandy and Bruce Bresnahan and Family

Ann and Max Blyweiss

Thelma and Anthony Mazur

Esther and Hyman David Blyweiss

Eileen D. Cohen

Nassy Bacoulour

Sari Blyweiss

Remembered by Janet, Daniel, Solly, Norm and Fred Blyweiss

Mort Shapton

Needy Shapton

Remembered by David and Beth Roswell and Family
Congregation: When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.

Shirley Borden
Arnold Lackner
Renald Barbaude

Remembered by Norma and Arthur Fisch

Jacqueline Chafetz

Remembered by Stuart and Rachel Chafetz

Sandra Snyder
Pastor Lackner

Remembered by Scott and Rachel Chafetz

Shirley Borden

Remembered by Howard and Carin Coff

Norman J. Cohen
Alta M. Simon

Remembered by Ellen, David, Eric, and Heather Cohen

Shirley Coff

Remembered by Ellen and David Cohen

Morris and Francie Cohen
Linda S. Cohen

Remembered by Morris and Francie Cohen

Ruthie and Fred Cohen
Elizabeth Tarmose

Remembered by Ruthie and Fred Cohen

William and Donna Pearl
Robert Kantor

Peytra M. Kemman
Lillian Edelson

Remembered by William and Donna Pearl

Eileen D. Cohen

Nathan and Ida Cohen

Remembered by Eileen D. Cohen

Morris and Francie Cohen
Linda S. Cohen

Remembered by Morris and Francie Cohen

Ruthie and Fred Cohen
Elizabeth Tarmose

Remembered by Ruthie and Fred Cohen

William and Donna Pearl
Robert Kantor

Rabbi: As long as we live, they too will live; for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

Murray Lerman
Eliana and Ira Cohn
Katherine and Jack Lerman
Bella and Louis Dalis
Harriet Flaxman

Remembered by R. Burke-Goldflame and Family

Herman Cohen
Mary Pough
Joseph Pough

Remembered by Marsha and Aaron Cohen

Herman Cohen
Berthold Greenbat
Hillard Greenbat

Remembered by Sonja and Martin Cohen

Nellie and Morris Miller
Leora and Frank Cantor

Remembered by Nellie and Morris Miller

Channah and Ilynn Cohen
Rose and Joseph Blaske
Eli Cohen Rosenmuller
Samuel T. Cantor

Remembered by Janie and Harvey Cantor

Anna Lackner
Ferd Meznerker

Remembered by Anna Lackner

Lena Zimmer
Martin Finnerer

Remembered by Lena Zimmer

Ell Zierdling
Sidney Miller

Remembered by Ell Zierdling

Jean Weiss
Clara Lipshutz

Remembered by Jean Weiss

Sara and Fred Coxon
Mary Ellen Ziercliffe

Remembered by Sara and Fred Coxon

Sidney Weisstein
Kendra Ozer

Remembered by Sara and Fred Coxon

Ralph Leonard Caro
Beri Maidov
Rhoda Malcov

Remembered by Ben, Brad and Robbie Caro
Congregation: When we have joy we crave to share, we remember them.

Henry Backman
Perry Backman
Louis Edelman
Rebecca Edelman

Joseph Backman
Perry Backman
Louis Edelman

Rebecca Edelman

Remembered by Carol and Harvey Edelman

Wilton Eisenberg
Alexander Eisenberg
Elizabeth Eisenberg

Remembered by Howard Eisenberg and Family

Lind Epstein
Alm Epstein

Remembered by Fran and Perry Epstein and Family

Esther Epstein
Herman Epstein
Marge Eisen
Sara Eisen

Remembered by Joel, Beverly, Scott, Bethanie, Melinda and
Jordan, Brad, Kelly, Sydney, Bradley and Nathan Epstein

Charlotte Feder
William Feder
Richard Feder

Rabbi: When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

Louis and Mildred Wainis

Remembered by Joel, Beverly, Scott, Bethanie, Melinda and
Jordan, Brad, Kelly, Sydney, Bradley and Nathan Epstein

Louise Feder
Robert D. Feder
Herman Bernstein
Simko Bernstein

Remembered by Joel and Hattie Feder

Daniel Loef
Ela Loef

Remembered by Susan, Gary, Neil and Ashlyn Deten,
Elsie and Ross Cohen

Louis and Mildred Wainis

Remembered by Anra, Fred, Aaron, Jule, Lesh, Haydon,
Eric, Jeanna, Jackson, Ruby, Jake and Claire Dorfman

Joan Doman
Dorothy Doman

Remembered by Judy and Douglas Doman and Family

Lev Miller
Marilyn Miller

Remembered by Robin, Karen, Jamie and Nicole Barofoff

Barbara and Sidney Drach

Sara Lamm Drach

Lovingly Remembered by Barry, Marvin, Tyler, Brian
and Michael Drach

Daniel Loef
Ela Loef

Remembered by Susan, Gary, Neil and Ashlyn Deten,
Elsie and Ross Cohen

Louis and Mildred Wainis

Remembered by Anra, Fred, Aaron, Jule, Lesh, Haydon,
Eric, Jeanna, Jackson, Ruby, Jake and Claire Dorfman

Joan Doman
Dorothy Doman

Remembered by Judy and Douglas Doman and Family

Lev Miller
Marilyn Miller

Remembered by Robin, Karen, Jamie and Nicole Barofoff

Barbara and Sidney Drach

Sara Lamm Drach

Lovingly Remembered by Barry, Marvin, Tyler, Brian
and Michael Drach
Congregation: When we have achievements that are based on theirs, we remember them.

Aron Nadelski
Galery Nadelski
Glenn Mowka
Sidney and Pearl Handler

Started by David and Esther Fine and Family

Elsa Barnstein
David Bartosch
Israel Birenbaum
Mildred Birenbaum
Lillian Spitzer
Eugene Schnitzer
Ann Sherman
Edward Sherman
William Grabelsky

Remembered by Larry, Morris, Jeffrey and James Fine

Yechiel and Rachel Pollock
Gary S. Filer

Mildred Levintal

Remembered by Esther, Steven and Joshua Filer

Anna Fisher

Remembered by Florence Fisher and Mavis Popkin

Harry Swartz

Remembered by Florence Fisher and Martin Watkins

Elbridge Greenberg

Remembered by Florence Fisher and Seth Greenberg

Norm Popkin

Remembered by Mavis Popkin, Florence Fisher & Martin Watkins

William Fisher

Remembered by Jon and Arie Fisher, Alan Fisher, Jacklyn and Deane Glass, Rachel and Steve Grayson

Rabbi: When we have decisions that are difficult to make, we remember them.

Ron Felder
Bill Felder
Benjamin Kenter
Miriam Unger

Remembered by Sidney Felder and Family

Barnett and Frank Borenstein
Barbara and Aaron Felgen

Remembered by Jack and Florence Kenter

Marvin Feld

Barnett Ziss Felt

Arika Robinowitz

Ben Rabinowitz

Remembered by Ben Feld

Marvin Feld

Barnett Feld
Sidney Feld
Rose Feld

Remembered by Sylvia Feld, Erynn, Eli and Alex Segal

Stephen Waldman

Remembered by Allen, Alisa, Steven and Robin Feldman

Dennis Fiedler

Remembered by Helen Feldman, Melissa Feldman and Rachelle Miller

Shirley Levy Tuttle

Meyer J. Newman

Morris Tuttle

Dr. Albert Newman

Gladye Moranowitz

Joe Fields

Mildred Lazerson

Remembered by Michelle, Steve, Scott, Justin, Joel, Adam and Alyson Fields

Stanley Bartenstein

Charlotte Felder

Florence Kenter

Alan Unger

Rose Feld

Sidney Feld

Jerome Gottlieben

Arika Robinowitz

Ben Rabinowitz

Remembered by Ben Feld

Marvin Feld

Barnett Feld
Sidney Feld
Rose Feld

Michael Feller

Remembered by Sylvia Feld, Erynn, Eli and Alex Segal

Stephen Waldman

Remembered by Allen, Alisa, Steven and Robin Feldman

Dennis Fiedler

Remembered by Helen Feldman, Melissa Feldman and Rachelle Miller

Shirley Levy Tuttle

Meyer J. Newman

Morris Tuttle

Dr. Albert Newman

Gladye Moranowitz

Joe Fields

Mildred Lazerson

Remembered by Michelle, Steve, Scott, Justin, Joel, Adam and Alyson Fields
Congregation: for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

Ida Loucks
Benjamin Lennox
Morris Loucks
Dora Margolis
Isadore Pollock
Remembered by Syd, Sylvia and Naomi Freedman

Abraham Friedman
Theodore Friedman
Remembered by Judy and David Friedman and Family

Samuel Alexander
Benjamin Spangler
Herman Alexander
Mollie Friedman
Remembered by Cantor Paul and Beverly Friedman

Jerry Cohen
Ruth Cohen
Reu Cohen
Ida Cohen
Julius Cohen
Rudolph Cohen
Lee Davidson
Flo Malina
Jimmy Malina
Remembered by Joyce and Ira Friedman

Aaron Mauel Levin
Remembered by Bob and Doris, Zelma, Joshua and Jordan Geller, Sylvia, Grace and Steven Levin

Rabbi: As long as we live, they too will live;

Sidney Fisher
Sydney Fisher
Rebecca Wachman
Remembered by Mark, Sandy and Josh Fisher
Laura, Jack and Brooke Goldstein

Isaac Wachman
Reba Wachman
David and Eva Gibber
Remembered by Judy, Neil, Scott, Joanna, Adam and Rebecca Fisher

Elsa R. Fox
Martin Fox
Remembered by Steven and Sherry Fox and Rom, Paula, Byke and Bryan Rosenbaum

Enos and Arnotha Mattocks
Heidi Sonerman

Beverly and Irving Levine
Marcia Levine DeVore

Harry Tuttleman
Remembered by Ovadiah and Eric Frajerman and Family

Batsheva Frank
Mary Schwartz
Remembered by Robin, Alan, Evan, Jordan and Jaclyn Frank

Dr. Jacob Brown
Adelia Brown
Remembered by Michael and Marsha Freedman and Family

Doris Haynes Graff
Herbert Graff
Remembered by Steven and Sherry Fox and Rom, Paula, Byke and Bryan Rosenbaum

Heidi Sonerman

Marcia Levine DeVore
HeLEN and Isaac Frajerman

William Frank

Rabbi: As long as we live, they too will live;
YIZKOR - In remembrance of a wife:

May God remember the soul of my beloved wife who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a son:

May God remember the soul of my beloved son who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a daughter:

May God remember the soul of my beloved daughter who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

For Personal Recitation of Yizkor

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a father:

May God remember the soul of my beloved father who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a mother:

May God remember the soul of my beloved mother who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

YIZKOR - In remembrance of a husband:

May God remember the soul of my beloved husband who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bond of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.
Memorial Prayer for Fallen Members of the US Armed Forces

Eternal and Compassionate God whose mercies fill the earth, at this sacred time of remembrance our thoughts turn to all those men and women of the Armed Forces of the United States who have given their lives in the defense of freedom for all people. Keep these pure souls, who shine brightly through Your creation, sheltered firmly beneath Your wings. May the memory of their lives serve as an inspiration to us and as a comfort to all their loved ones. May they rest in peace among all the righteous of our people. And let us say, Amen.

composed by Commander US Navy Chaplains Rabbi Maurice Karpov

Yizkor for Hazalim - for those of the Israel Defense Forces who gave their lives in battle:

May God remember the souls of the fallen of the Israel Defense Forces who gave their lives for the sanctification of the Name, the People and the Land, who died a noble death in missions of liberation, defense and security. They were rarer than eagles and stronger than lions as they volunteered to assist the people and with their pure blood soaked the earth of our holy land. The memory of their self-sacrifice and heroic deeds will never perish from us. May their souls be bound up in the Bonds of Life together with the souls of all Jewish heroes and martyrs who are in the Garden of Eden. Amen.

Yizkor - in remembrance of a brother

May God remember the soul of my beloved brother who has gone to his eternal rest. In tribute to his memory, I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep his soul bound up in the bonds of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen

Yizkor - in remembrance of a sister

May God remember the soul of my beloved sister who has gone to her eternal rest. In tribute to her memory, I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep her soul bound up in the bonds of life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen

Yizkor - in remembrance of grandparents and all beloved relatives:

May God remember the soul of my beloved grandfather and grandmother and all beloved departed relatives and dear friends who have gone to their eternal rest. In tribute to their memory, I pledge to perform acts of charity and goodness. May the deeds I perform and the prayers I offer help to keep their souls bound up in the bonds of eternal life as an enduring source of blessing. Amen.

23
In memory of the Six Million and all Jewish Martyrs Throughout the Ages:

Exalted, compassionate God, grant perfect peace in Your sheltering Presence, among the holy and the pure, to the souls of the six million precious lives, men, women, and children of the House of Israel who were slaughtered and slaughtered and burned to ashes. May their memory endure, inspiring us and loyalty in our lives. May their souls that are bound up in the bond of life. May they rest in peace. And let us say: Amen.

In memory of those we have loved and lost:

Exalted, compassionate God, grant perfect peace among the holy and the pure, in Your sheltering Presence, to the souls of all our beloved who have gone to their eternal homes. May their memory endure as inspiration for deeds of charity and goodness in our lives. May their souls thus be bound up in the bond of life. May they rest in peace. And let us say: Amen.

They Lie in Nameless Graves

At this hour of memorial we recall with grief all Your children who have perished through the cruelty of the oppressor, victims of demonic hate, the aged and young, the learned and unlearned—all driven in multitudes along the road of pain and pointless death. Their very presence on earth was begrudged them, for they brought Your covenant of mercy and justice to the recognition of Your enemies; they perished because they were a symbol of Your eternal law; their death has brought darkness to the human soul.

They lie in nameless graves, in far-off forests and lonely fields. And the substance of many was scattered by the winds to the earth's four corners. Yet they shall not be forgotten. We take them into our hearts and give them a place beside the cherished memories of our own loved ones. They are now ours.

We pray to You, O Source of mercy, that Your Torah, to which these Your children bore witness in life and in death, may come to glow with a renewed light in the human soul; that, remembering them, we may sanctify Your name in all the world. That will their memory become an enduring blessing to all Your children.
Congregation: Shall I read my flesh as I do my garment?  
No! That is not the way.

Doris Reinstein  
Remembered by Barbara and Haim Glucksman and Family  
Janie and Jonathan Reinstein and Family  
Lillian Kaytes  
Sidney Gold  
Carol Kaytes  
Merri Gold  
Eric Kaytes  
Yett Gold  
Becky Marlinson  
Harriet Goldfinch  
Liz Arrzman  
Remembered by Suzanne and Larry Gold, Arnie, Steven, And Joyce and Jeff and Jessica  
Dolores Fleischer  
Albert Goldberg  
Milton Fleishman  
Remembered by Holly, David, Annamaria and Alexa Goldberg  
David S. Schuman  
Aaron Goldberg  
Judy Goldberg  
Remembered by Alan, Freil, Jesse and Aly Goldberg  
Dr. Richard E. Goldberg  
Remembered by Kenneth and Elissa Goldberg and Family  
Louis Goldberg  
Reminder: Allen Rosen Goldberg  
Betty Goldberg  
Mildred Marlin  
Sylvia Goldberg  
Louis Mania  
Remembered by Bark and Cherie Goldberg and Family  
John Alper  
Betty Goldfarb  
Philip Goldfarb  
Remembered by Marilyn, Ivy, David and Rebecca Goldfarb  
Ruth Goldman  
William Sanger  
Rochie Goldman  
Edith Sanger  
David Fainstier  
Sarah Goldman  
Florance Fainstier  
Joseph Goldman  
Remembered by Bill, Marci, Rachel and Alvin Goldman

When My Loved One Is Taken

Sinead King

Rabbi: When my loved one is taken from me, shall I mourn?  
When my dear one departs forever, shall I weep?

Herman and Edith Basches  
Remembered by Peter, Tom, Alex and Liz Bascheson,  
and Brendan, John, and Eric Gold  
Shelley Levin  
Faye Geller  
Herbert Levin  
Sara Gelzer  
Bessie Levin  
Maice Reavick  
Michael Levin  
Joel Reavick  
Dorothy Shein  
Leo Becker  
Leonard Shein  
Nina Becker  
Ronnie Rose  
Mania Becker  
Sandy Rose  
Remembered by Me and Mrs. David Gelzer & Family  
Julias Katz  
Leen Geller  
Ross Katz  
Benjamin Geller  
Harry Miller  
Mickey Geller  
Molly Miller  
Rebecca Amos  
Richard Weitsman  
Devorah Rubinska  
Zvi Weihsman  
Rabbi: Remembered by Miriam and Jeff Geller,  
History and James Steppel, and Julia and Louie Beavistadt  
Louis Gingold  
Herman Rothman  
Bertha Gingold  
Dora Rothman  
Jacob Gingold  
Salamon Rothman  
Minnie Steln  
Lillian Perlman  
Albert Stein  
Edward Rothman  
Sylvia Fischler  
Maurice Solinka  
Julius Fincher  
Rose Rothman  
Remembered by Martin and Sylvia Gingold  
Harold Gittin  
Martin Goldberg  
Ruth Gittin  
Evelyn Goldberg  
Remembered by Beth, Stan, Jean and Matison Gittin
Congregation: I may not know whence will come the courage to continue. Yet I shall not despair.

Benny Goldstein
Samuel Grossman
Eve Grossman
David B. Weiss

Remembered by Alvin Goldstein

Morris Gomberg
Dora Gomberg
Milton Cooper
Frieda Schlesinger

Remembered by Louis and Jerry Gomberg and Family

Edward Goodheart

Remembered by Lyle, Nira, Sarah, and Eric Goodheart

Martin Goodman
Florence Goodman
Michael Goodman
Bella Goldberg

Remembered by Joel, Johanna, Brandon and Laura Goodman

Benny Goldberg

Sylvia Markovitz
Sylvia Markovitz

Helmut Maks
David Marks
Jack Gordon
Sophie Gordon
Harry Vall
Rose Vall

Remembered by Roberta and Gregory Gordon

Rabbi: I may find the road ahead lonely. I may dread tomorrow without that voice, without that smile.

Beate Goldsmith
Celia Gordon

Remembered by Marilyn Goldsmith and Family

Sunny Goldstein
Jennett Goldstein
Jack Goldstein
Jeanne Goldstein
Yehiel Kofs
Luba Kofs

Remembered by Carl Goldstein

Morris Charles Goldstein
Ruth A. Goldstein
Leonard I. Vogel
Selma D. Vogel
Sadie Alvin

Remembered by Samuel and Gulf Goldstein and Family

Stephen Waldman
Helen B. Weins
Ben Siegel
William Siegel
Eugene L. Sieler

Lovingly missed by Sheryl and Surfa Siegel

Michael Levine
Beryl Selander
Chill Selander

Remembered by Laura and Seth Goldstein
Congregation: I shall voice thanks for what I have had. I will refuse to become bitter over what I shall lack.

Zelda Gottesman
Rebecca Draperstein
Rachel Draperstein
Heidi Drake
Fram Weinman
David Gross

Remembered by Jerry Gottesman
Leonard Gottesman
Maureen Newman

Remembered by Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Gottlieb
Irwin Blumberg
Lawrence Edelman
Corey Austin Blumberg

Remembered by Icy, Smart, Stasia and Carla Graves, Jerry Ferman
Harold Ginsen
Kath Ginsen
Sophie Ginsen
Lena Ginsen
Regina Lange
Roxa Feldman

Remembered by Larry, Debbie and Rachel Gratz
Elaine and Gilbert Levy
Anna and David Levy
Bessie and Harry Shipper
Gloria Shipper

Remembered by Marilyn and Mark Greenspan

Rabbi: I shall praise God who gave me my beloved. I shall sing unto God who enables us to love.

Abe Gordon
Morris Rosenblatt
Avish Gordon
George Yolich
Kim Granato

Remembered by Herb Gordon
Ida and Isadore Gordon
Rachel Rose Gordon
Irene and Herman Wagner
Marcia Golish
Marty Golish
Lillian and Moe Lenetsky
Ruth and Neil Birmanon

Remembered by Francie and Scott Gordon and Family
Elaine Gorodetsky
Arnold Gorodetsky
Scilla Gorodetsky
Louis Mash
Mary Mash
Betty Delitch
Robert Mark Delitch
Murray Delitch
Elizabeth G. Wolf
Millie G. Imber

Remembered by Bill and Lois Gorodetszr and Family

Dina Gordon
Bessie Rosenblatt
Goldie Gordon
Art Brown
Belle Atlin
Joseph Atlin
Melva Atlin
Larry Salkin
Jose Rubin
Hope Szemsky
Ada Kramer
Louis Kramer
Irving Jane Lieberman
Reba Lieberman Resneck
Sydney Resnick
Rebecca A. Gorodetsky
Maryann Gorodetsky
Michael S. Gorodetsky
Meyer Gorodetsky
Rebecca B. Gorodetsky

Remembered by Marilyn and Mark Greenspan
Rabbi: When my loved one leaves me, I shall indeed shed tears.
Yet, even then, I shall utter a hymn—
A song of joy for what has been.

Louis Sigman
Sybil Sigman

Remembe red by Marni and David Gaba
E. Melvin Halpern
Hyman and Helen Halpern

Jack and Freda Dorman
All of our relatives, known and unknown, who perished in the Shoah
Remembe red by Phyllis Halpern, Caree, Brian, Julia and
Megan Franco, Melissa, Joshua and Jacob Halpern,
Ryan and Ryder Halpern, Michael Halpern

Lillian and Samuel Winter
Rose and David Harris

Elaine Snyder
Remembe red by Herbert and Marilyn Harris

George (Yudel) Heller
Ida Shuster

Clare (Chaya) Heller
Akiva Shuster

Gita Heller
Sarah Shuster

Charles (Shaye) Heller
Mary Shuster

Joseph Hofeld
Ada Shuster

Edith Hofeld
Leah Shuster

Sholom Ben Shuster
Remembe red by Chester and Marsha Heller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congregation: BARUKH A'TAH ADONAI!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praised are You, O God! You have allowed me to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know love; You have granted me an eternal treasure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jack Brodky</th>
<th>Ronnie Brodky</th>
<th>Carl Shuster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Brodky</td>
<td>Claire Heller</td>
<td>Ida Shuster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Angert</td>
<td>Yudel Heller</td>
<td>Sam Shuster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Brodky</td>
<td>Charlie Heller</td>
<td>Sara Shuster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Brodky</td>
<td>Mickey Perl</td>
<td>Richard Topolosky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris Brodky</td>
<td>Irene Shore</td>
<td>Barbara Toub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Brooks</td>
<td>Al Reich</td>
<td>Ethel Angert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Brooks</td>
<td>Lena Reich</td>
<td>Dorothy Brodky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Graff</td>
<td>Kate Shore</td>
<td>Abraham Brodky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Graff</td>
<td>Charles Shore</td>
<td>Charlene Portney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Graff</td>
<td>Harry Shore</td>
<td>Barbara Schaeffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Graff</td>
<td>Sydney Shore</td>
<td>Marc Rekler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Remembe red by Alice and Sammy Heiler*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethel Hersh</th>
<th>Edith Segal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Hersh</td>
<td>Harold B. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Beckman</td>
<td>Mariel Louise Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Berkman</td>
<td>Beatrice Y. Swartz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Remembe red by Janet, Ira, Scott and Brooke Hersh
Marilyn, Denise, David and Jessica Martell*

| Fdythe Herskogordon | Gelda Kiman |
| Morris Herskogordon | Simon Kiman |
| Lee Weisberg        | Ulla Stalman |
| Harry Klein          | Irv Markowitz |

*Remembe red by Julie, Gary and Stefanie Herskogordon
Jessica, David and Mason Rundle*

| Simon Herskowitz | Benjamin and Edith Gross |
| Lili Herskowitz  | Benjamin Shulman |

*Remembe red by Celia and Howard Herskowitz*
Congregation: I will lift my eyes to the mountains

Theodore R. Jacobs
Jennie Jacobs
Herman Jacobs
Jacob Super
Avraham Katz
Samuel Katz
Ruth Katz
Richard Jaffe
Jaffe Family
Schwartz Family
Kenneth and Violet Glass
Annette Jaffe
Peter and Manuel Glass
Sophie and Jack Cohen
Jerry Kosefsky
Jean Solomon
Aaron Jaffe
Sidney Jaffe

Jacqueline Rosen
Mary Jacobs
Anna Jacobs
Fanny Super
Freda Katz
Louis Friedman
Sarah Friedman
Goodman Family
Lavina Family
Lisa Miles
Remembered by Terry and Rich Jaffe and Family, Ina and Harvey Cohen and Family
William Jaffe
Cel and Charles Glass
Remembered by Jaffes, Cohen and Glass Families
Rose Kolinsky
Eli Glass
Remembered by Jaffe and Cohen Family
Remembered by Steven, Linda, Eric and Britanny Jaffe
Remembered by Lissa and Lee Jaffe and Family
Congregation: What is the source of my help?

David Katz  Benjamin Kamenir
Sophie B. Katz  Lillian Kamenir
Adrienne Levy  Abram Kamenir
Max Adeburg  Gilbert Kamenir
Alvin Rosenn

Remembered by Robert, Rhona, Dana and Rebekah Katz

Ruth Mandel  Edwin Adler
Morton Mandel  Howard Katz
Bernie Mandel  Martin Katz
Hilda Mandel  Sam Katz
Dona Rosenberg  Sylvia Berkowitz
Belle Adler  Max Eishorn
Reba Mandel Rothman

Remembered by Roy, Leslie, Sean, David and Michelle Katz

Gary Rosenfeld  John Yelson
Rose Rosenfeld  Lizzie Yelson
Milton Katz  Albert Yelson
Phyllis Katz  Nathan Katz
Andrea Ellen Katz  Anna Katz

Remembered by Ruth, Sheldon, Michelle, Gary and Jeffrey Katz

Marcia Mull  Ralph and Lillian Mull
Max and Leah Kriech  Joseph and Jenette Lipschitz

Remembered by Eric, Michelle, Jared and Lauren Kaufman

Cantor:

Samuel Jabbs  Nathan Fine
Bessie Jabbs  Jennie Fine
Ruth Pearlstein  Inodore Fine

Remembered by Helen and Sheldon Jabbs

Loretta Katz  Marian Matz
Lorraine Waldo  Mary Matz

Remembered by Wendy and Mitchell Katz

Dorothy Kapenstein  Simmie Bluestein
Henry Kapenstein  Ida Goldstein
Sylvia Coloff  Ben Bluestein
Herman Coloff  Naomi Bluestein
William Waldman  Betty Cohn

Remembered by Bonnie and Jack Kapenstein

Harry Kaplan  Gloria Kaiser
Marilyn Kaplan  Fred Kaiser
Mary H. Brown  Jerry Kaiser

Remembered by Barbara and Jerry Kaplan

Sarah G. Katz  Shirley Klein
Bernard (Ben) Katz  Abraham (Al) Klein
Louis Ziechman  Sheldon Klein, M.D.
Ida Riskoff  Linda Barstein
Martin Rosenwald  Shelly (Jill) King

Remembered by Tanya and Alan Katz and Family

Martin Brooks  Allen Speiser
Bella Brooks  Shirley Speiser
Walter Katz  Gladys Abrahams

Remembered by Natalie Brooks, Larry, Elliot and Emily Katz
Congregation: My help comes from the Lord

Paul and Beatrice Green
Charles Green
Samuel and Frances Kirchner
Harriet and Norman Kolsky
Rachel and Harry Kirchner
Eva and Max Sandal
Theodore and Selma Singer
Vicor and Rose Kushner
Irma Levi and Arnold Levine
Pearl Batterman and Samuel Batterman
Alice and Jules Levit

Remembered by Jeff, Judy, Drew and Blaire Kirshner
Nathan Kleinman
Marsha Mayson
Ann Mayson
Morris Mayson
Phyllis Sedlitch

Remembered by Madeline, Eric, Jeffrey and Daniel Kleinman
J. Robert Klein
Myrna Klein
Jacob Klein
Yetta Klein
Abraham Sher
Reba Sher

Remembered by Judy and Barry Klein
Sheldon Klein, M.D.
(Abraham) Al Klein
Shirley Klein

Remembered by Joan Klein

Cantor:

Sidney Kauffman
Elie Kauffman
Paul Kauffman
Morton Kauffman
Bennie Kauffman
Yetta Reese
Morris Reese

Sheila Kauffman and Family
Rene Rizen
Isadore Rizen
Anna Hellstein
Shirley Kernis
Michael Kernis

Remembered by Lynda, Bob, Jonathan and Rachel Kerr
Lois Gross
Theodora Klineheim

Remembered by Andrea and Mark Klineheim and Family
Robert Simon
Tobi Simon
Rheena Simon
John J. Simon
Herbert Blau

Remembered by Gordon King

Esther Gelman
Benjamin Gelman
Chaya Gelman
Zndel Gelman
Bruce Winokur
Emmanuel Winokur

Erwin Fisher
Claire Barnett
Dennis Berman
Catherine Jacobs

Molly Brody
Abraham A. Davidson
Sheldon Rizen
Sandra Rizen Cohen
Dorothy Kerr

Edward Chernoff
Vivian Chernoff
Evelyn Pressman
Melvin Kerr

Albert J. Schlossberg
Mary C. Schlossberg
Ira Klein Ruskoff

Nathan King
Sara King
Abi Gordon
Trudy Gordon
Congregation: Creator of heaven and earth.

Harriet and Norman Kolsky
Faure and Isadore Kolsky
Mollie Deyon
Samuel and Faye Kirshner
Morris Shapiro
Irma Levine

Remembered by Jeff, Karen, Zach, Rebecca, Alisa, and Madison Kolsky, Dennis, Marney and Penelope Crovins

Frances Kleeman
Leonard Kleeman

Remembered by Audrey Kleeman, Scott and Harrison Korn

Dennis Gilbert

Remembered by The Kos Family

Irving Louis Steinberg
Anna Vedasky
Sondra Borden
Charlotte Fischer
Herman and Rachel Borden
Harry and Marcella Borden

Remembered by Harriet, Alan, Evin, Alex and Jared Kosak

Joseph Boudel
Gertrude Bendel Ashar
Alfred Greenberg

Remembered by Leslie and Marvin Kreitsman and Family

Cantor:

Jacob Klein
Michael Kogan
Rachel Klein Standig
Izchuk Berler
Oskar Berler
Shaina Kogan
Bella Kogan

Family of Yakov and Etia Yechtman who perished in the Holocaust

Remembered by Eda, Paul, Seth and Jeffrey Klein

Mary E. Melton, M.D.

Remembered by Michael Kochman, M.D.

Lee Kohn
Helen Kohn
Harry R. Kohn
Robert Kohn
Deborah Gene Elman
Daniel Hirsch Elman

Remembered by Sherry, Kohn-Elman, Michael M. Elman, Jasmina Kohn, Mariana Amoss, Alexander, Rebekah, Sadie and Leo Klepper

Henry Kolber
Sylvia Kolber
Mark, Leah, Aaron, Gena,
Mina and Mavis Kolber

Remembered by Denise, Mark, Rachel and Robin Kolber

Abram Jacobovitch
Freda Jacobovitch
Nechama Schwartz
Moshe Yechtman
Rosa Yechtman
Pauline Kogan
Meyer Kogan
Samuel Kogan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congregation: He will not let you stumble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Laderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Laderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Laderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Laderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Meryl, Steve, Jason and Jennifer Laderman</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Ada Rabinowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Robinowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Rabinowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuck and Estelle Rabinowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold and Esther Rabinowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Joyce, Allen, Jessica, Heather and David Laiter, Bessie Jane Rabinowitz</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cantor:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhoda Koff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Koff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Koff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Koff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Koff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice Eisenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estelle Eisenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Balinty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Hamner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Wendy, Larry, and Andrew Krevitz, and Melanie, Vince and Holden and Ryan Bellinxma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Kuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Kuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Ilana and Morris Kuba</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmella Forla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Rozner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Yvonne and Neal Kusmor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Palavoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Palavoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Kim, Ron, Cody and Paige Kusmor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saul W. La Kier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip N. La Kier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathilda G. La Kier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheryl La Kier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Debbie Harclerode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari Davis Munson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Rose La Kier</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>remembered by Ken and Hilary Leboff and Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clara Rozner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Rozner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Agnes and Gabriel Lebovic and Family</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford Matz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Matz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Janis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon Janis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Janis-Hendersons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yetta Rotenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remembered by Len and Carol Lebovic</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 43 |
| 42 |
Congregation: your Guardian does not slumber.

David Levy  Charles Weiser
Larry Levy  Ann Weiser
Freda Silverman
  Remembered by Ray and Melissa Levy
George L. Sherman  Claire Liger
Filbert M. Cherry  Samuel Liger
The Sherman, Liger, Shaposhnick, Kadin, Vinogradov, Edelman, Pytel and Barnatz branches of our tree, once lost, now found
  Remembered with love by The Liger Family
Sylvia and Nathan Levinson  Anna Cohen
Beatrice Garber Levinson  Thelma and Dan Kafkula
Dora and Simon Liss  Edward Garber
Tillie Liss  Matilde Garber
Ruby Liss  Ida Zwickler
Millie Liss  Rachel Garber
  Remembered by Lynn and Shelley Liss
Benjamin Littman  Miriam Littman
  Remembered by: Marlene and Ira Littman
Geraldine Levin  Gabriel Loewy
  Remembered by Jill Loewy
Jules L. Claman  Irving George Lubchansky
Shirley W. Claman  Marilyn Lubchansky
Jeffrey A. Claman  Harold Lubchansky
Lisa Sader  Sallie Sader
Elta Schandler  Liliana Sader
  Remembered by Mary and David Lubchansky and Family
Samuel Luber  Morris Baruth
Rose Luber  Helen Baruth
  Remembered by Harvey and Rosa Luber and Family

Cantor: אל-נPrimitive

Beckie Lerner  Gloria Lerner
Dorothy Kupershein  Norman Lerner
Harry Kupershein  Sylvia Bellis
Charles Kupershein  Thelma Borislow
  Remembered by Steve and Beth Lerner and Family
Herman Glantz  Irwin Levin
Clara Glantz  Anna Levin
Marsha Goldberg  Alexander Levin
Jean Levin  Yenta Pelis
Goldie Levin  Abraham Polis
  Remembered by Elaine Levin
Morris Nissman  Faye Levin
Edith Nissman  Martin Levin
  Remembered by Stephen and Beverly Levin and Family
Clare Radin  Ruth Levine
Simon Radin  Dr. Melvin Levine
  Remembered by Robert, Sheryl, Ross, Abby,
  Bari Levine and Yair Levy
Max Lesser  Janice Levine
Fannie Lesser
  Remembered by Robin and Marc Levins, Ben, Joey and Ems
Barry Pogash  Benjamin Levy
Richard Jay Pogash  May Levy
Jerome Pogash  William Levins
Sarah Pogash  Minerva Levins
Pearl Perlis
  Remembered by Bruce and Susan Levins and Family
Milton Bookman  Irwin Levy
Martha Bookman
  Remembered by Maurice, Nancy, Ken, Daniel and Amanda Levy

45
Congregation: Surely, the Guardian of Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps.

Lucille Marks
Robert Marks

Reminded by Michael and Cookie Marks

Irving Horowitz
Garella Horowitz Gross
George Gross

Reminded by Joseph, Frances, Ilisa, Don and Josh Morrazo

Nathan Petrukasinsky
Florence Petrukasinsky
Reminded by Risa and Fred Mustron and Family

Seymour Middleberg
Harry Gottlieb
Joseph Levin
Abraham Blum
Samuel Middleberg

Reminded by Harold, Sherri, Geoffrey, Justin and Jordyn Middleberg

Philip Noah
Gertrude Noah
Jeanette Telmich
Ceil Gillman
Harry Gillman
Harriet Appel
Sue Horowitz
Bobba Ritter

Reminded by LaShay, Steve, Joshua and Rachel Miller, Heuwar and David Wilner

Louis Solomon
Saul Solomon

Reminded by Diana and Howard Millman and Family

Cantor:Callable המלך ולך מלך מלך

Daniel Lustig
Libile S. From
Betty Kleinman
Irwin Kleinman

Reminded by Sharon and Bruce Lustig and Family
Reminded by Seymour and Carol Magee

Boris Makonovsky
Duyu Makonovsky

Reminded by Michael and Elaine Mohan

Jeanette and Hillard Mann
Harris Mann
Sara and Abraham Abrams
Mac and Ida Mann
Lillian Mann
Frances Mann

Reminded by Adele and Matthew Pevser
Sara and Morris Pevser
Pauline and Joseph Levitt
Beatrice and Francis Flood
Jack Levitt
Martin Levitt

Francis Laskin
Reminded to Paula and Farrel Mann and Family

Dr. Leonard E. Gordon
Adele Gordon
Henry Gordon
Ida Gordon
Isidore Nelson

Reminded by Laura, Ken and Jeffrey Marblestone

Sam Marks
Betty Marks

Reminded by Allen and Phyllis Marks and Family

Marilyn and Shervyn Tucker
David Nathan Tucker
Earl Mager
Lillian Mager

Manya Chaykovsky
Dmitriy Gershman

Adele and Matthew Pevser
Sara and Morris Pevser
Pauline and Joseph Levitt
Beatrice and Francis Flood
Jack Levitt
Martin Levitt

Francis Laskin
Reminded to Paula and Farrel Mann and Family

Brandon Nelson Marblestone
Bianca Marblestone
Azriel Marblestone
Daniel Weissman
Ida Weissman
Anna Marblestone

Morris Koper
Janet Koper

Reminded by Allen and Phyllis Marks and Family

47
Congregation: The Lord is your Guardian.

Jesse Finander
Hiram Finander
Ari Finander
Remembered by Emily Finander Ngee
Charles Gelman
Jean Feldman
Edith Gelman
Robert Feldman
Irving Gelman
Ethel Noch
Albert Haimon
Harty Noch
Judith Haimon
Rochelle Noch
S. Eugene Cohen
Sister Noch
Howard Brody
Mitzi Shprintz
Remembered by Richard, Evan Noch, and Ern Noch Saran
Howard T. Lipkin
John F. Nolan
Sylvia Lipkin
Inge Nolan
Remembered by John and Eileen Notan
Jacqueline M. Nover
Phyllis Bittinger
Remembered by David and Lila Nover, Lort, Amanda and Alex
Maurice and Jean Pachman
Leo and Alice Munetz
Helen and Isla Pachman
Issodore and Minnie Munetz
Nathan and Yetta Puchman
Isaac and Sarah Grossman
Norton Munetz
Remembered by Mark and Hessa Puchman, Steve and Leslie, Scott, Tracey, Jessica and Ethan
Coceila C. Palez
Judith O. Palez
Remembered by Merrill D. Palez
Elaine Paris
Harris Gertrude Paris
Remembered by David Paris and Family

Cantor: מִשְׁמֵרַת

Michael Perlite
Maurice Mittelman
Martha Perlite
Jeannette Mittelman
Samuel Slobstein
Jerome Myers
Ruth Herman
Isadore Myers
Hennietta Harowitz
Remembered by Susan, Neil, Michael and Matthew Mittelman
Albert Myerson
Alvin Zatcoff
Sondra Myerson
Florence Zatcoff
Benjamin Scolnick
Samuel Zatcoff
Rose Scolnick
Mary Zatcoff
Nathan Myerson
Martin Rosenthal
Bluma Myerson
Rose Rosenthal
Jean Liedman
David Chaskin
Bernard Liedman
Sara Guller
Janice Jakubowicz
Louis Guller
Jacob Jakubowicz
Salas Jakubowicz
Marcella Ledner
Salez Jakubowicz
Bernard Leshner
Deryl Jakubowicz
Remembered by Nadine Myerson, Sidney and Marty Zatcoff, Brad, Rachel, Eric and Allie
Albert Harowitz
Barney Kramer
Beaure Harowitz
Lena Kramer
Elaine Harowitz
Leora Kramer
Nathan Nager
Ruth Kramer
Vera Nager
Murray Kramer
Esther Nagelberg
Dorothy Nerenberg
Victor Nagelberg
Jack Nerenberg
Remembered by Larry and Rhonda Nagelberg and Family
Sidney Newman
Gary Carr
Remembered by Richard, Beth and Lauren Newman
Congregation: The Lord is with you as your protection.

Albert Wexler
Sylvia C. Wexler
Aaron Wexler
William F. Perlstein
Audrey Grubman
Saddie Perlstein
Harry Perlstein

Remembered by Marcine and Jeffrey Perlstein and Family
Janie Perlstein
Marvin Perlstein
Arthur Perlstein
Isaac Bernstein
Sophie Bernstein
Jennie Goldstein
Jerome Bernstein
Phyllis Bernstein

Remembered by Elliott Perlstein
Amy Jo Perrone
Leonard Cohen
Maurice Edwin Platt
Joseph Anthony Perrone

Remembered by Stuart and Jonathan Perrone
Vivian Rothenberg
Lawrence Rothenberg
Francis Linkin
Jillian Brunstein
William Brunstein

Remembered by Diane, Jeff, Jen and David Fever
Reba Wise
Philip Wise
Gilbert Wise
Herbert Wise
Jacob Wexler
Ester Wexler
Shirley Levine
Nathan Levine

Cantor:

Faina Parkansky
Leonard Parkansky
Chayim Khrizman

Remembered by Isaac and Gary Parkansky
Eleanor Gutoff
Martin Gutoff
Martin Nozes
Lena Nozes

Remembered by Randa, Bruce, Jared and Zachary Parkansky
Alan A. Pastor

Remembered by Evelyn Pastor
Rita and Raoul L. Peck
Anna and Joseph Turken
Jack Turken
Andrew Turken
Bernard Rosenberg

Remembered by Larry, Lori, Joshua, Adrian, Benjamin,
Sophia, Lyla, Rachel, Daniel, Britanny, Nora and Isaac Peck
Gershon Peresman
Rivke Peresman
Leah Weisler
Mendel Weisler

Remembered by Mark, Lisa Aaron, Jared and Randy Peresman
Rafael Pared

Remembered by Loty, Mary, Evan, Joel, Drew and Dan Pared
Congregation: The sun will not shine on you by day,

Kirk Ponczeck
Anna Littman
David Littman
Shirley and Louis Woleff

Remembered by Barbara, Dana and Joseph Ponczeck,
Edith Kaufman

Rhoda Mac Kleeman
Samuel and Rebekah Wachtel
Anna and Samuel Petersen

Remembered by Lisa and Steven Portnoy,
Ricci and Jackson Truong

Nicholas Paschak, Sr.

Remembered by The Paschak Family

Elaine Aronsohn
Herman and Pearl Aronsohn
Bruce and Sylvia Evans
Stuart Polansky

Remembered by Estelle and Michael Rabinowitz

Edith Gelman
Benjamin Gelman
Ethel Kaufman
Paul Kaufman

Remembered by Susan, Jackson, Rebecca and Sam Reiter

Harold Reiter
George Reiter
Pauline Reiter
Sheldon Teitel

Remembered by Sean, Jackson, Rebecca and Sam Reiter

Cantor: נַעֲקֵבָה קְדוֹשָׁתָא לְאָלֵמָן

Nad Peyton
Miriam Peyton

Remembered by Helene and Ron Peyton and Family
Madeline Goldfarb
Hyman Goldfarb
Eric Marc Goldfarb

Remembered by Dana, Mark and Meredith Pechob

Isadore Kopper
Leah Kopper
Avigdor Katz
Elsa Katz
Eliasz Kacperski
Dina Rose Kacperski
Walter Meyer
Charlotte Meyer
Salo Kacperski
Eva Kacperski
Walter Falk
Edel Falk

Remembered by Mini and Bernie Pollock, Elisa and Craig Kandel, Erica and Ross Levin, Alisson and Adam Pollock

Ruth Katz
Robert Katz
Benjamin Pollock
Sylvia Pollock

Remembered by Jeffrey, Gale and Sarah Pollock
Congregation:  Not the moon by night.

Phil and Nola Stein
Leon and Ruth Stein
Fernandez Kolits Guizans
Joseph Rosen
Selma Rosen
Toby Selman Klein
Theodore Selman
Nelson Klein
Eleazar Gortoff
Martin Gortoff
Leonard Rosenberg
Susan Rosenberg
Leon Rosenkoff
Maurice and Charlotte Rosenfeld
Eda Rosenfeld
Harriet Belsky
Carl Belsky
Rhea Rosenfeld
Sidney Rosenfeld
Marian Kupferberg
Remembered by Andy, Shelley, Debra and Sadie Rosen
Remembered by Ed and Lorraine Rosen and Family
Remembered by Howard and Ellen Rosenfeld
Remembered by Abby, Lindsay and Rachel Rosenblum
Remembered by Ed, Abby, Lindsay and Rachel Rosenblum
Remembered by Marc, Danny, Melissa and Brett Rosenblatt
Remembered by Howard and Ellen Rosenfeld
Remembered by Marc, Dana, Melinda and Brett Rosenblatt
Remembered by Howard and Ellen Rosenfeld

Cantor:  אָמַרָה

Jeannette M. Gruberg
Hymen Gruberg
Martin Joseph Gruberg
Shirley Kuzo
Dave Minsky
Remembered by Harriet, Steve, Jennifer, Beth and Charlotte Rollins
Eugene Horowitz
Gertrude Horowitz
Sylvia Rosenblum
remembered by Robert, Rosa and Debra Remstein
Jessica and Evan Welf, Michelle and Gary Goldstein
Amy Michelle Rockower
Sidney Rafalovsky
Shirley Rafalovsky
Remembered by Rene, Sy, Jeff, Mindy, Arianna Sydney, and Hope Dolly Rockower
Betty and Jack Suttin
Barry Suttin
Rabin and Sarah Hymen
Morris and Esther Suttin
Alpert Roman
Remembered by Arlene, Warren, Stacy, Greg and Ans Roman
Emma J. Oceana-Seoalla
Laurel "Lulu" Dominguez de Seoalla
Albertina Rada
Remembered by Cantor Amelita Oceana and Alessandro Rama
Janice Segal
Harold Chaffin
Frieda Chaffin
Remembered by Becky Rose and Family
Congregation: The Lord will guard you from all harm

Joseph Silver
Sarah (Sunnie) Silver
Sidney Sadel
Shelma Sadel
Alvin Sadel
Abe Redman
Bessie Rothman
Paul Rubin
Selma Dubin
Amy Persky

Remembered by Andrea and Ted Rothman

Joel H. Mattlemann
Murray Mattlemann
Matilda Mattlemann
Mickey Mattlemann
Edward Mattlemann
Jenny Mattlemann
Nathan Mattlemann
Louis Blavat
Iha Fisher
Nathan Fisher
Donald Shapiro
Ralph Shenker
Gloria Shatzer
Benjamin Shatzer
Louis Blavat
Pauly Shenker
Manuel Shenker
Edel Rubin
Samuel Rubin
Reba Rubin
Isadore Rubin

Remembered by Lenny and Shelley Rubin

Serena and Solomon Zelmanovitch

Remembered by Lili Rubin and Family

Lee Rubin
Rose M. Rubin
Issadore Rubin
Zachary Berger
Samuel Sax
Jessie F. Sax
Nathan Sax
Alex Berger

Remembered by Nina Rubin

Cari and Sylvia Halik
Josef and Alice Widermann

Albert and Mary Rudoff
Chaim and Felice Steinberg

Remembered by Martin and Rosalyn Rudoff and Family

Cantor:

Florence Bocalter
Jack Bocalter
Anna Lieberman
Morris Lieberman
Seymour Lieberman
Sara Toobin
Wendy Toobin

Pay Rosenthal
Nathan Rosenvald
Francois Glazer
Jacob Glazer
Rose Glazer
Lily Glazer
Esther Glazer
Barry Glazer

Remembered by Susan and Richard Rosenthal and Family

Joseph Rosenvald
William G. Rosenvald
Harriet G. Miller
Frances A. Kneffman

Aaron B. Edelman
Fay Rosenvald
Ruth A. Edelman
Theodora Glazins

Remembered by Paula and Avi Rosenvald

Boasle Rosner
Bernard and Celia Aharonson
Salmon and Iona Rosner

Kenneth Rosner
Sheldon Aharonson
Martin and Bertha Leifer

Remembered by Marv Rosner, Tina and Josh Davidson,
Meredith Rosner, Don and Jerry Sorens, Judy Silverman

Sandra Rosenvald
Anne Socked Rosenvald Fine
Sol Rosenvald

Harold Rosenvald
Sheldon Rosenvald
Richard Rosen
Jane Rosenberg Moss

Remembered by Charles Rosenvald

Sidney and Etta Sadel
David and Gertrude Sadel

Alvin Sadel
Eugene and Sarah Silver
Abe and Debbie Rothman
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Congregation: The Lord will preserve your soul.

Alan Leon Kirsch
Marilyn Kirsch Leventhal
Jack Leventhal
Norman Leon Kirsch
Marsha Kirsch
George Skandoff

Remembered by Laurie, Marc and Erica Segal,
Alina, Jaime, Jordin and Mia Jasin

Minnie Janof
William Janof
Rachel Geroff
Sarah Janof-Silverman
Estelle Segal

Remembered by Iris and Morton Segal and Family

Lillian Liz
Herbert A. Segal
Jane Grey

Remembered by Paula and Stan Segal and Family

Betty Seidel

Remembered by Irene, Jeff, Brandon and Brooke Seidel

Max Spechter
Dina Spechter
Robert Alan Miller

Remembered by Andrea, Elriss and Madison Seitchik

Eleanor Seitchik
Joseph Freedman

Remembered by Billoh and Richard Seitchik.

Cantor: יִשְׁתָּנָה

Jean Kilberg
Rae Levin
Harry Levin
Roslyn Sabel
Seymour Sabel

Remembered by Iris, Steve and Jordan Sabel

Amy Kahn

Remembered by Rachel and Brian Saks and Family

Norman Satzler

Remembered by Robert, Caren, Joclyn and Kelavy Satzler

Fisher and Samuel Hoffman

Marlene and Samuel Schein

Remembered by Eileen and Joseph Schein and Family

Gerald Sub

Remembered by Shaye and David Sclaf and Family

Marlene Schneider

Remembered by Richard Schneider

Ann Tanner

Remembered by Danielle and Michael Schwartz

Sidney Lopen

Evelyn Schwartz

Remembered by Ira, Ellyn, Adam and Steven Schwartz

Julia and Richard Levy

Clara and Samuel Schwartz

Remembered by Pippa and Bill Schwartz,
Jerry Schwartz, Ellyn and Michael Schwartz

Richard M. Segal

Remembered by Gary M. and Jennifer P. Segal

Irving Kilberg
Lillian and Sol Malkiel
Goldie Shapiro
David Reitman
Roberts Herrmann
Congregation: The Lord will guard your going and coming

Barbara Sigmund
Bernaer B. Staff
Nathan Sigmund

Remembered by Earl and Jeffrey Sigmund
Nancy and Brian King

Marc Silver
Cindy Lisa Keller
Norman and Carole Keller
Irv Silver
Anna Levin
Abraham Levin

Remembered by Larry Brookman,
Nich Silver, Curt and Josh Abrams

Tooby Silverberg
Nathan and Devorah Silverberg
Freida and Seymour Schwartz
Lucille Schwartz
Fannie and Hyman Posner
Sarah and Jack Weiss
Sheldon and Shirley Kopf

Remembered by Gail and Allan Silverberg and Avi and Naomi

Samuel and Lillian Senayt
Herman and Ida Chasan
Sophie Goldstein
John and Etiel Rubic
Raymond and Frances Chazen
Alyse Kotzen
Naftali and Sarah Gewitsch

Remembered by Ray and Fran Silverman, Josefina, Laddie, Yeshaya Sitauch, Yisroel Shalom, Nechama Reisner and Elinoza Silverman, Heather, Matthew and Logan Rose Nordahl

Cantor: ר' גאָלָל טעמאָ יי

Jack Shapiro
Marvin Shapiro
Gladys Shapiro
Benjamin Myer

Remembered by Jax, Maksy, Stacey and El Shapiro

Ruth and Murray Berger
Sylvia and Alvin Shapiro
Joel R. Shapiro
Jennie and Jacob Golub
Dorit Cypher Shapiro
Rose Berger

Remembered by Mark and Alice Shapiro and Family

Jack Shapiro
Della Goldsmith

Remembered by Mark and Linda Shapiro, Jordan, Jennifer, Harrison and Austin

Werner Martin Goldschmidt
Dina Grace Goldsmith

Remembered by The Sierin Family, Janet, Arnie, Lindsey, Zach, Jordan, Blake, Jamie, Jonathan, Emily, and Jack

Lillian Lipschutz
Irwin Lipschutz

Remembered by Steve, Janet, Arnie and Maddie Shlaff

Bernard A. Ginsberg
Florence Ginsberg
Gerald Shulman
Scott Shulman

Remembered by Fern Ginsberg Shulman, Drew Shulman, Brandon and Cody

Eva Myer
Leonard and Marcia Abrams
I. Bernie Abrams
Brian Baratz
Mollie Berger
Richard and June Levine
Anna and Jacob Friedman
Anna Shapiro
Elad Pelak
Pauline Berger Pantofsky
Celia Nire
Adoie and Ralph Shapay
Kenneth J. Sherrin
Shirley Gesen

Remembered by The Sierin Family, Janet, Arnie, Lindsey, Zach, Jordan, Blake, Jamie, Jonathan, Emily, and Jack

Bernard Shlaff
Thelma Shlaff
Charles Ginsberg
Alta Ginsberg
Henry Etkin
Cecilia Etkin

Remembered by Fern Ginsberg Shulman, Drew Shulman, Brandon and Cody
Cantor: יֶחְדָּעֵד אֵלֶּה

Leon Spigler
RikaLehahNagel
ChiefLeibishNagel
RachelNagel
OscarSpigler
PolaSpigler
Aunts, Uncles and Cousins who perished in the Holocaust
Remembered by Paula Spigler

Izhela Spigler
Chaya Spigler
Aaron Mendel Spigler
Channa Zazel Spigler
Benjamin Spigler
Echiel Spigler

Allan and Mollie Friedman
Oscar and Yetta Friedman
Philip and Atara Smolow
Claire Smolow
Morris and Helen Wenzik
Helen Wenzik

Remembered by Sanidi, Avrami, Karl, Brett and Morgan Spivack,
Jessica Brooke Rabinowitz
Bad Barashin
Ester Barasnik
Myer Barasnik
Ibid Barasnik
Ida and Isadore Gordon
Im Washstein
Walter and Ruth Springer
Rachel Goldstein
Nancy Bloom
Remembered by Linda and Shimona Springer
Samuel Brownstein
Rose Brownstein
Geral Brownstein
Remembered by Hadley, Marvin, Lee, Shawn and Gabrielle Stabler

Alan M. Simon
Lillian Edelstein
Remembered by Renee Simon
Herb Smilhline
Remembered by Shap and Annemie Smilhline and Family
Harvey Ornstein
Remembered by Danielle Styll, Morgan Snye and Family
Elaine Snyder
Bill Shernan
Tanny Fryig
Jack Goldman
Mathilda Sherman
Abe Snyder
Anna Goldman
Joseph Goldman
Mollie Snyder
Harry Grodsky
Sylvia Goldman
Natalie Brodsky
Sophie Grodsky
Stefan Shore
Benjamin Brosky
Sharon Klayman
Martin Frank
Morton Taenbaum
Sharon Frank
Shirley Frank
Shirley Taenbaum

Remembered by Ed Snyder and Family
Cilli and Erwin Solorski
Seymour Baum
Michael Levia
Remembered by Robert, Marla, Bryan and Alex Solorski
Dorothy Trackman
Remembered by Arlene Sorens
Leon Spigler
Morton Cohen
Oscar Spigler
Anna B. Cohen
Katherine Thonkin
Martin Bigelman
Remembered by Marcy and Marcy Spigler

Congregation: Now and forevermore.
Congregation: from innocence to awareness and ignorance to knowing; from foolishness to discretion and then, perhaps to wisdom;

Signeood Strauss
Remembered by Heather Strauss
Salomon Strauss
Lucy Frank
Mollie Strauss
Eliaise Sternberg
Roberta Grad
Albert Grad
Remembered by Brey, Jay, Steven, Melissa and Daniel Strouse, Mindy, Michael, Maya and Brandon Drjeaner
George Kline
Albert Surden
Elie Kline
Eliel Surden
Nathan Kline
Tullie Diamond
Raya Snyder
Louis Diamond
Abe Snyder
Harry Surden
Dora Surden

Remembered by Nina and Michael Surden, Mildred Kline and Family
Florence R. Gold
Remembered by Craig Surnicky and Family
Harvey Swordlow
Raymond Dinenberg
Zelda Freedman
Kate Dinenberg
Remembered by Ronna Swordlow
Ellie Teitelman
Sydney Rosensberg
Zelda Teitelman
Ann and Joe Tuxman
Max Lofehs
Garry Tuxman
Stevie Gloubberman
Jozzme Crossley
Ben Lochie
Det Reseburg
Annette and Morris Teitelman
Remembered by Beth, Gary, Sarah and Isabella Teitelman
Noeman and Dorothy Teller
Andrew and Ruth Teller
Max and Ruth Rapp
Remembered by the Teller and Ahruna Families

BIRTH IS A BEGINNING
Rabbi: Birth is a beginning and death a destination, and life is a journey from childhood to maturity and youth to age;

Harold Stark
Peter Fokschner
Karla Stark
Marta Fokschner
Remembered by Ron and Perri Stark
Robert Stein
Jack Fishman
Maxwell Stein
Susan Fishman
Norm Stein
Lillian Fishman
Alan Fishman
Remembered by Diana and Jessica Stein
Levy "Leah" Steiner
Sonia Steiner
Remembered by Roberta and Michael Steiner
Allen Stengel
Lena and Martin Nason
Eleanor and Martin Gussow
Howard Levy
Saal and Molly Stengel
Betty Levy
Rubin and Leah Busch
Nathan Krauer
Michael Weiss
Remembered by Marla Levy, Michael, Eric, Summer, Alaina and Braydon Stengel
Barry R. Stern
Regina Goldstein
Irwin and Ethel Hersh
Henry and Zosya Herskovitz
Sara Stern
Yehdi Herskovitz
Ignatz and Sarah Hollander
Blanka Herskovitz
Ethel Katz
Jacob Herskovitz
Martin Hollander
Ginella Gottstein
Bella and Hannah Hollander
Diana Speier
Remembered by Sylvia Steiner and Family
Alexander Joseph Rubin
Stuart Samuels
Remembered by Kenneth and Sandra Sternberger and Brett L. Rubin
Richard F. Perry
Pauline Stoltz
Remembered by Jennifer and Craig Stoltz
Congregation: from offense to forgiveness, from loneliness to love.

Gene Verbit
Gerald and Leona Finkelstein
Sidney Jay Finkelstein
Sara Bloomberg
Clarence Heenerberg
Sophie and Herman Goldstein
Remembers by Marshe and Warren Verbit
Helene Cader

Irving Cader
Remembers by Beth, Joe and Evan Vidalofranca

Allen L. Waldman
Sydney Hotlen
Nettie Hotlen
Morris Waldman
Beatrice Waldman
Remembers by Eunice H. Waldman and Family
Harry Warren
Edythe Warren
Alvin Warren
Remembers by David and Paula Warren
Ira Washstein
Sidney and Betty Washstein
Irving and Mary Trachten
Remembers by Gail, Michael and Sarah Washstein
Jerry Wechsler
Mickey Wechsler
Mae Plotkin
Bernard Plotkin
Morris Singer
Alice Singer
Remembers by Susan, Scott, Julie and Michael Wechsler

Rabbi: from weakness to strength or strength to weakness—and often back again. From health to sickness and back, we pray to health again;

Martin Wagner
Remembered by Sheryl Tobias
Jacques Torjman
Eli and Selma Israel
Nessim Israel
David Israel
Remembers by Sara, Albor, Michael and Dina Torjman
Harris Treiman
Remembered by Philip, Ellen, Samantha and Harrison Treiman
Arnold H. Tuber
Rosa and Martin Mellitz
Rita Mellitz
Bella and Morris Mellitz
Sarah and Louis Rockstein
Leonard Mellitz
Evelyn and Edward Dubin
Cheryl and Gary Cautin
Remembers by Linda, Michael and Michelle Tuber, Jarlyn and Louis Schiller
Shirley Leah Turecky
Sophie Turecky
Julius Turecky
Remembers by Arnold Turecky
Jerome Benjamin and Halina Bax
Remembers by Shelley Unger

Shirley Wagner
Izak and Roza Knob
Ida and Albert Ardit
Sam Chism
Sol and Yevgeniev Kostene
Carol Treiman
Lewis and Margaret Tuber
Mollie Rubin
Bernard Rubin
Claire Meschke
Maxine Silver
Sherry Lipides Belmondo
Alan Weiss
Marsha Brooks Withman
Morton Turecky
Sidney Turecky
Carl Turner
Gladys Ahnemanowicz
Alfred and Esther (Sef) Gold
Congregation: weakness to strength or strength to weakness—and often back again. From health to sickness and back, we pray to health again.

Rose Selisky
Ben Selisky
Beth Allman-Rakowski
Martin Gur
  
  Remembered by Maria and Steve Wexler and Family

Hilda Hans
Morris Hans
  
  Remembered by Sharon and Henry Wiener and Family

Jerry Wiener
Pay and Jack Wiener
Harriet Kleinman
Annie and Joseph Borchard
  
  Remembered by Gail Wiener

W. Jerry Wiener
Adela Forman
Jean Forman
Shirley Zusslin
Henrietta and Louis Kupperstein
Ruth and Brandy Wolf
Claire Syles
  
  Remembered by Lisa, Jack and Stephanie Wiener, David Borosch, Cathy and Kevin and Mayor and Donald Golden.

Bella Wiener
Bernard Wiener
Goldie Flegel
Paul Flegel
  
  Remembered by Albert Wiener

Rabbi: from joy to gratitude, from pain to compassion, and grief to understanding.

Arlene Goldstein
Ellis Goldstein
Barry Goldstein
Louis Goldstein
Sadie Goldstein
  
  Remembered by Elias, Andy, Taylor and Biren Weinstein

David Gottfried
Sadie Gottfried
Edward Weiss
Ruth Weiss
Flora Eichens
Robert Eichens
  
  Remembered by Arthur and Ester Weiss and Family

Esther and Jack Weiss
Francis and Hank Weiss
  
  Remembered by Arthur and Susan Weiss

Elzie Weiss
Herbert Weiss
Millie Fein
Gertrude Wolf
  
  Remembered by David and Libby Weiss

Lewis and Barbara Weiss
Julius and Eva Weiss
Samuel and Pearl Bellin
  
  Remembered by Judi, Marilyn and Natalie Weiss

Lewis and Barbara Weiss
Julias and Eva Weiss
Samuel and Pearl Bellin
  
  Remembered by Nol, Marilyn and Natalie Weiss

Tommy Weinstein
Sadie Weinstein
Syde Borska
William Borska
Anna Daskin
Mollie Velzic
Mollie Velzic
Marlene and Morris Kushnir
Anna Madisch
Lillian Eiser
Leonna and William Kavnic
Fredric Weiss
Daniel Aizenstein
Helen Aizenstein
Allen Aizenstein
Harry Rosen
Evelyn Bellin
Barney and Sarah Richman
Harry and Fay Kovler
Edward and Rhodes Tinkelman
Evelyn Bellin
Barney and Sarah Richman
Harry and Fay Kovler
Rabbi: Birth is a beginning and death a destination.

Joseph Wilensk
Blanche McCracken
Nathan Palmer
William Shields
William Cohen
Philip Marcus
Paul Friedman
George Smith
Janan Shortall
Miriam Gabler
Dr. George Selhat
Joseph Wilensk
Blanche McCracken
Nathan Palmer
William Shields
William Cohen
Philip Marcus
Paul Friedman
George Smith
Janan Shortall
Miriam Gabler
Dr. George Selhat

Very Revered Archimandrite Gerassim D. Rassias

Dorothy Wolf
Joseph Wolf
Gusie Wolf
Rose Wolf
Richard Wolf

Remembered by Ron, Marc, Stuart, Jason and Allen Wolf, and Joyce Tenebaum

Deborah Miller
Bernard Kass
Jean Kass
Samuel Kass

Remembered by Lisa, Stina and Erica Yockowitz

Lee Weinberg

Remembered by Mark, Rozel, Benjamin and Gabriella Yurowsky, Stanley Weinberg, Michael Weinberg, and Logan Weinberg.
We lovingly recall those who have gone to their eternal home this past year 5780
*Member of the Congregation

Howard Apt* Remembered by the Congregation
Roslyn Apt* Remembered by the Congregation
Gloria Ashinsky Remembered by Caren and Robert Sattler
Nancy Beauble Remembered by Steven Cohen
Tully Becker Remembered by Dani and Jonathan Becker
Gertrude Bloom Remembered by Jeffrey Bloom
Nancy Bloom* Remembered by Jeffrey Bloom
Cynthia Hene Breslauf Remembered by Susan and Jeffrey Breslauf
Jacqueline Cheifetz Remembered by Jennifer and Stuart Cheifetz
Eileen Eisenberg* Remembered by Howard Eisenberg
Dolores Freeman Remembered by Seymour Mager and Judy Detzman
Jacob (Jack) Goldstein Remembered by Mindy and Richard Goldstein
Rachel Goldstein* Remembered by Carl Goldstein and Family
Charles Green Remembered by Judik Klarner
E. Melvin Halpern* Remembered by Phyllis Halpern
Dorothea G. Kapenstein Remembered by Bonnie and Jack Kapenstein
Bertram Katz Remembered by Laura and Bruce Lazar
Rochelle Blau King* Remembered by Gordon King
Leonard Kleeman Remembered by Audrey Kleeman
Loreta Kosak* Remembered by Harriet and Alan Kosak
Morris Laiter Remembered by Allen Laiter
Jack Leventhal Remembered by Judi and Neil Fisher
Irwin Levin* Remembered by Elaine Levin
Rhoda Levy Remembered by Nancy and Maurie Levy, Michelle and Daniel Levy
Jane Rotenberg Moss Remembered by Charles Rotenberg
Rochelle Noch* Remembered by Richard Noch and Family
Connie Petchon Remembered by Paula and Stan Segal
Barry Pogich Remembered by Susan Levius
Stella Rademan Remembered by Michele and Irwin Bernstein
Ray Raskin Remembered by Robin and Eric Raskin
Gerald Reibstein Remembered by Barbara and Haim Glickman
Rose Rosenfeld Remembered by Ruth and Sheldon Katz
Kenneth Rosner Remembered by Marvin Rosner and Family

Memorial Plaques
Affixed to Our Memorial Wall This Past Year
in the Sanctuary and in the Adath Tikvah-Montefiore Chapel

In Loving Memory of: Dedicated by:
Gloria Ruth Ashinsky Caren Sattler
Rachel Goldstein Carl Goldstein
E. Melvin Halpern Phyllis Halpern
Irwin Levin Elaine Levin
Rochelle (Rocky) Noch Richard Noch
Kenneth J. Rosner Marvin Rosner
Claire Syles Gail Wiener
Kaddish as Words of Praise

In a moment, we will rise for the recitation of Kaddish on this sacred day. The Kaddish prayer, composed in Aramaic, the language of the Talmud, is often thought of as a prayer for the dead and yet there is no mention of death or the deceased. It is recited in memory of the dead and yet it is a prayer of praise to God but how do we praise God when we are filled with tears of loss? Why would we praise God after suffering the loss of one whom we loved dearly?

Even with our loss and pain, our tradition would have us remember the goodness and beauty of life and the time and love we shared with those who were once part of our lives. For that and more we offer praise to G-d. Our remembering today is to focus on the happiness and love shared and not only the pain of loss. That our loved ones have left this world we can not change but we can hold on to the memories of their lives. As we do, we offer these sacred words of praise to G-d. Too often, we are reminded that life can be painful. We need to remind ourselves of the beauty and happiness and wonder of life as well.

The mystics offer another explanation for reciting Kaddish. God, they say, also mourns the death of His children. God sheds tears along with us and is in need of consolation. Our recitation of the Kaddish is our comforting of God even as we ask God to comfort us.

The Kaddish ends with the familiar words:

תִּשְׂבָּא שְׁבוּעַ וּתִשְׁמָע בַּעֲשָׂרָה מִנְיָנִים וּתְקַלֵּל עֲשָׂרָה שְׁבוּעָה לְהוֹ בְּעַד כִּלְּכָלָם שְׁלוֹשָׁה.

-May God who makes peace in the heavens grant peace to us and all Israel. May our recitations of the Kaddish bring us a sense of peace and healing. May we come to know the true joys and happiness and love that life has for us and feel moved again and again to offer works of praise to G-d.

Eliott N. Perlstein
MOURNER’S KADDISH

Magnified and sanctified be God’s great name in the world which He has created according to His will. May He establish His kingdom soon, in our lifetime. Let us say: Amen.

May His great name be praised to all eternity.

Hallowed and honored, extolled and exalted, adored and acclaimed be the name of the Holy One, though He is infinitely beyond all praises, hymns, and songs of adoration which are uttered. Let us say: Amen.

May God grant abundant peace and life to us and to all Israel. Let us say: Amen.

May He who ordains harmony in the universe grant peace to us and to all Israel. Let us say: Amen.

Yit-gadal v’yit-kadash sh’mei rahav,
B’alma di v’ra hirutey, v’yam-lah maht-hutcy
B’ha-yey-hon uv-yomey-hon uv-ha-yey d’hol beyt yisrael
Ba-agala u-vizman Kariv, v’imru amen

Y’he sh’mei rahav m’varah alam ul-almei alma-yah
Yit-barah v’yish-tabah v’yit-pa-ar v’yit-romam v’yit-nu-sey
V’yit-kadar v’yit-aleh v’yit-hailal sh’mei d’ked-sha,
B’rih hu, l’eyla ul-eyla mi-kol bir-hata v’shi-rata
Tush-b’hata v’ne-hemata da-amiran b’alma, v’imru amen.

Y’hey sh’lama rahav min sh’ma-ya
V’hu-yim aleynu v’al kol yisrael, v’imru amen.

Oseh shalom bi-if ronov, hu ya-aseh shalom
Aleynu v’al kol yisrael, v’imru amen.
In addition to Yom Kippur
Yizkor is recited on the following days.

Shemini Atzeret-22 Tishrei
Saturday, October 10, 11:00am*

The Final Day of Pesach-22 Nisan
Sunday, April 4, 11:00am*
*The actual morning service on these holidays begin at 9:15 A.M.

The Second Day of Shavuot-7 Sivan
Tuesday, May 18, 9:00am
The morning service which includes Confirmation begins at 10:00am

Please join us to recite Kaddish on the date of
your loved one’s Yahrzeit and at the Kabbalat
Shabbat and Shabbat morning service that week.
The name of your loved one will be announced
at each of these services.

Minyan is held in the
Adath Tikvah-Montefiore Chapel

Sunday morning 8:45am
Tuesday evening 7:00pm
Wednesday evening 7:00pm
Thursday evening 7:00pm
Friday, Kabbalat Shabbat 6:00pm
Shabbat morning 9:30am